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Http://www.memsnet.org/links is a list of 319 names that starts
with Advance Reproduc-tions Corp (the 30-year old merchant
photomask manufacturer) and Advanced Controls & Microsystems
Laboratory of University of
Minnesota (ongoing projects
include MEMS 2D electrostat-
ic actuators; a MEMS
absolute angle measurement
sensor; wireless MEMS
acoustic sensors and a SAW
device integration of wireless
sensors).
The list ends with Xerox PARC, XSIL Ltd (manufacturer of high
volume laser micromachining) giving the last word to consultants,
Yole Development.
For specifics such as MEMS materials suppliers, Http://www.mem-
snet.or/links/material has an offering from Affix Technologies to
Wafer World. In the list of more than 40 names are Semicondutor
Complex Ltd of India and French Soitec, making this a global 
coverage site.
But from the III-Vs angle, there’ s a bit of a dearth when it comes
to wafers, GaAs only lists two suppliers and SiC one, against which
glass substrates score five, SOI’ s 11 and inevitably silicon gets to
15. As for the gallery, it’ s totally given over to plastic and silicon.
Hopefully that’ s because the III-Vs MEMS sector is too busy work-
ing to indulge in web promotion.
On the browse, there’ s a good list from University of Florida
http://web.uflib.ufl.edu/msl/nanotechnology.html and for those
accidentally putting the emphasis on nanotechnology MEMS there’s
a new site on the block, at http://www.nanovip.com /directory/
Mems/index.php
Companies that put their best performers and suppliers up for
awards are following a culture that believes in ‘catching people
doing something well.’ The Rockwell Communicator, not content
with website details, also send out press releases, though there’ s a
slightly puzzling differentiation from technologist, supplier, team
and partner of the year to the straightout operations excellence
award. So at http://www.rsc.rockwell.com/html/employeesuccess-
es.html there’ s quite a hatch of photos attached to achievers.
Dr.Vivek Mehrotra is manager of Emerging
Materials and Devices in RSC’ s Materials division
and received his Technologist of the Year award
for fundamental developments in integrated
magnetics and magnetic materials enabling 
highly efficient power conversion systems.
Team of the Year (with a less than team sized
picture) went to the Technology for Frequency Agile Digitally
Synthesized Transmitters (TFAST) Phase I. This emerging devices
group completed device, circuit, and integration-level milestones
demonstrating a static frequency divider circuit operating at a
record 150GHz clock in an Indium Phosphide-based Heterojunction
Bipolar Transistor technology. The team’s work was performed in
partnership with the University of California, Santa Barbara and
Global Communications Semiconductor, under a DARPA contract.
Paula Ross (avoiding partnership) took the one
and only all-out Operations Excellence award for
developing and implementing initiatives in pub-
lic relations, marketing, and corporate branding.
Through tradeshows, industry events, media and
community involvement, Ross thrust the compa-
ny into a more commercial atmosphere.
Partner of the Year was Dr. Don Hall at
University of Hawaii who has contributed to
the RSC Imaging Sensors division. This has
included intellectual development of technolo-
gy concepts, assistance with program identifica-
tion and support.As well as work for the labo-
ratory and telescope that demonstrated RSC
infrared focal plane arrays to be the world’s best for astronomical
applications.
And Supplier of the Year is Nikko Materials which wins for provid-
ing premium compound semiconductor materials for a quiet
decade. It has been contributing to the success of RSC Imaging
Sensors division by diligently working to improve the quality of
their substrates, increasing wafer size and throughput to support
the rapid growth of this division.
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Four Rockwell partners – only one gets 
to make excellence
The image is a colourised Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) of a high-
aspect ratio MEMS device fabricated out of single-crystal silicon by the
MEMS and Nanotechnology Exchange fabrication network. The device
itself is made from a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) wafer where a relatively
thick single-crystal silicon device layer (shown in yellow and blue in the
image) has been etched into a complex micromechanical element that
can move under force. The underlying area, shown in red in the image, is
the SOI handle wafer etched to form a circular hole completely through
the substrate. This image demonstrates the complexity of micromechani-
cal devices that can be realized using the MEMS and Nanotechnology
Exchange. http://www.mems-exchange.org/gallery/
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